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Governance, Risk and
Compliance Cloud Services
The SecureWorks Governance, Risk and Compliance Consulting Service delivers the
independent expertise, experience and perspective you need to enhance your security
posture, reduce your risk, facilitate compliance and improve your operational efficiency.
As a leading provider of information security services,
SecureWorks understands that managing and monitoring

Security Risk and Consulting

the risk and security level of your third party vendors can

The SecureWorks Governance, Risk and Compliance

be a daunting task. Rely on SecureWorks to perform third

experts are part of the Security and Risk Consulting

party assessments of your current cloud providers and

practice, which provides expertise and analysis to help

assist you in developing an overall programme to manage

you enhance your security posture, reduce your risk,

the risks.

facilitate compliance and improve your operational

SecureWorks will assist with establishing a strategic

efficiency. Before you determine which technology and

direction for gaining the benefits of the cloud while
minimising risk and improving security. We will help you
understand the ramifications of cloud adoption

policies you need to improve the strength of your security
programme, work with a trusted partner who will assess
and/or develop the right policies and procedures for

on your information security programme and policies,

your organisation.

and will integrate cloud controls into your overall

Cloud Strategy Development
or Assessment

security programme.
What are the security measures that your cloud service
provider (CSP) maintains, and what security measures

Review and discuss how you define a strategy and

should you maintain to ensure business-critical data is

manage the use of cloud service providers for

safe in the cloud?

your organisation.

•

If you are already using cloud service providers,

SecureWorks Cloud Strategy Development experts will

changing providers or exploring new providers, are

help you understand the ramifications of cloud adoption

you secure?

on your information security programme and policies and

Do you know how to measure security of your cloud

how to integrate cloud controls into your overall

service provider?

security programme.

•
•

Is your cloud service provider following regulatory
and compliance guidelines?

If you are already using cloud service providers,
SecureWorks can help conduct a controls assessment
using our Cloud Strategy Assessment on your existing
service providers.

Expert Testing, Analysis and Assessments
•

Highly credentialed experts passionate about security

•

Focused on security best practices for your industry

•

Deep understanding of Compliance, Regulations and
Security Frameworks

•

Latest threat intelligence from SecureWorks CTU
research team

Whether you are assessing existing CSPs or

Benefits

developing a new or changing cloud strategy, highly

Learn whether the cloud service provider has solid controls

credentialed and experienced consultants will assess

including adherence to any legal, statutory or regulatory

and provide recommendations on the following key

compliance obligations among many areas, such as:

domains of a cloud strategy:
Defining Requirements — identify your organisation’s

•

Application and Interface Security

•

Business Continuity Management and

overall information storage and processing

Operational Resilience

requirements to help understand the possible uses

•

Change Control and Configuration Management

of cloud service providers which include efficiency

•

Data Security and Information Lifecycle Management

benefits, cost savings and return on investment

•

Datacentre Security

Data Classification and Protection — classify and

•

Encryption and Key Management

•

Governance and Risk Management

•

Human Resources

•

Identity and Access Management

•

Infrastructure and Virtualisation Security

•

Interoperability and Portability

•

Mobile Security

•

Security Incident Management, E-Discovery

catalog the information types within your organisation
so the strategy can be developed to provide the
minimum security profile to specific types and
classifications of data
Risk Assessment — perform a risk assessment on the
use of cloud service providers in order to adequately
assess which organisational data and/or functions
might be appropriate

and Cloud Forensics
•

Benefits
A review of your cloud strategy helps establish the

Supply Chain Management, Transparency
and Accountability

•

Threat and Vulnerability Management

strategic direction so you gain the benefits of the
cloud but minimise risk and improve security. Our
consultants will ensure that you understand the

Summary

ramifications of cloud adoption on your information

SecureWorks Governance, Risk and Compliance services

security programme and policies and how to integrate

include experienced consultants who know where to look for

cloud controls into your overall security programme.

compliance gaps with applicable mandates and recommend

Additionally, we make sure you understand the

steps to remediate those gaps.

security and compliance requirements of cloud

Deep understanding and knowledge of various compliance

deployment and how to manage them to maintain a

requirements guarantee an effective assessment to identify

strong security posture.

whether you are meeting compliance guidelines. Experts also

Cloud Service
Provider Assessment

provide additional direction to improve your cybersecurity.

Whether you already work with a cloud service

SecureWorks provides an early warning system for evolving

provider or are considering changing providers,

cyber threats, enabling organisations to prevent, detect,

SecureWorks assesses service providers by

rapidly respond to and predict cyber attacks. Combining

conducting a controls assessment utilising

unparalleled visibility into the global threat landscape and

frameworks from bodies such as the Cloud Security

powered by the Counter Threat Platform — our advanced

Alliance (CSA), Cloud Controls Matrix and the US

data analytics and insights engine — SecureWorks minimises

National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST

risk and delivers actionable, intelligence-driven security

SP 800-144).

solutions for clients around the world.

About SecureWorks

For more information, call +44 (0)131 260 3044
to speak to a SecureWorks security specialist.
www.secureworks.co.uk
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